I WILL USE MY SUPERPOWER TO CHANGE THE WORLD BY...
We exist for kids to tackle the big issues!
greenLAB
KIDS EXPLORE

Date: Monday 11th April 2022
Time: 10.00am - 2.30pm
Venue: Wireless Hill and Piney Lakes Environmental Education Centre

Join an Aboriginal guide to explore Piney Lakes and discover the birds and animals that live in the bush. Create art with paints made from plants and develop a future tree planting plan for the area.

Millennium Kids will be working with the City of Melville to bring 20 young people together to explore urban canopy through indigenous story telling, art and science at Piney Lakes Environmental Education Centre.

The activities are run by MK youth facilitators, scientists and artists and are suitable for children aged 8 - 16 years.

For more information email info@millenniumkids.com.au or register for tickets through eventbrite with the QR Code provided.

Green Lab, a Millennium Kids Citizen Science program, is funded by the Western Australian Government’s State Natural Resource Management Program. Millennium Kids works in collaboration with Sustainable Schools WA to support schools sustainability goals.
30% canopy is the minimum requirement for a healthy resilient neighbourhood.

68% of humans will live in urban areas by 2050 UN predicts.

8% of tree canopy in Western Australia some councils only have.

“The wellbeing of our urban communities depends on the wellbeing of our trees and natural environment. Trees provide many benefits.”


Kids want cool cities with tree-lined streets. They want to know wildlife has a place, and that the bushland is truly protected for future generations. They want to experience all the benefits of trees.
Imagine 2071
Brabham GreenLab
Voices and future visions from Brabham Primary School

A green corridor planted by students
A learning place — birds, plants, animals
and Noongar culture

By Zoe Street with young people’s drawings and ideas. Millennium Park is supported by Creating Communities, 2021
A youth led project focusing on increasing canopy to cool the planet.
Trees talk to each other!
We need to **LISTEN**
to what they are saying.